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Retirement of a precarious worker of 36 years
Always believing it would be for one year, I dug in
and loved every second of Humber. Since 1985, I’ve
careened between part-time (2 to 4 hours/wk) and
partial-load (8 to 12 hours/wk) status, depending on
Imagine me standing in a room full of people I’ve
when financial belts needed to be tightened when
known for a long time. Imagine that room to have
hourly rates were slashed to half without benefits. (I
food and drink. Imagine there to be music and dancturned down a full-time position many years ago being and faces we can see. Imagine the room to have
cause I needed to keep my professional performance
little banners that say, “Happiness to you, Viv, on
life wide open, which I’ve done). One year, I had
your leaving Humber”. Imagine me standing up in
zero hours and found a job at a new
front of everyone saying the followI leave with zero
Staples store stacking shelves. Noing, reading off this paper:
one ever knew if we’d be hired back
It is with excitement, deep thanks,
regrets, wonderful
in September until the latter weeks
and without any bitterness or reopportunities open to
of August. It’s now called precarious
morse, that I am retiring after 36
me,
milestones
reached
work.
years.
when
not
planning
for
I’ve worked with 6 Department
I have never been one to ‘secure
Heads:
4 in Theatre and 2 in Acting
my future’ or have a five- or ten-year
such; stories and
for Film & TV (AFTV). I started at the
plan, as my lifestyle has always lent
memories of glorious
North Campus, to the Queensway (an
itself to finding out how life unfolds,
people
who
are
still
in
old school like ‘Fame,’ long since deas it unfolds. This has meant a charmmy life; and great hopes molished), to L Building on Lakeshore
ing, eventful, adventurous, risky,
(then two-storey), to Birmingham
scary, fulfilling, depressing, and wonand excitement for my
Street (old Hockey Arena).
drous time. I have invented and renext adventures.
In the late 80s, I started a Dance
invented myself through the different
Company in the Theatre Department, called
countries, provinces, and cities in England and Cana‘Decadance’. For 5 years, we had full-blown creations,
da that I have called home, and in my wanderings
rehearsals and shows; there was support, funding and
around Central and South America. I was transitory
huge interest. Students were amazing.
and restless. Cleaning homes and toilets, waitressing,
In 1986, I accompanied Joel to Vancouver as a cobar work, office temp, scaffolding erecting, but alchoreographer,
where Humber Music and Theatre
ways dancing – anything, till 1979, when I met Dave
my soul dance/life partner. We kicked up dance
storms and performed and taught at conferences in
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A photo of Decadance performers. Photo by Gary Gellert, Humber
College Marketing Services, 1987.

represented Ontario at Expo ’86. These were the days
of community, sharing between departments, Professors’ ideas that could be actualized and supported by
Deans who actually knew names and faces of teaching staff. This was way before the corporate handling
of the education system when more interest in money is shown than students’ education and welfare.
I have taught Creative Dance (find and develop
one’s own style and find release from habitual
patterns), Contact Improvisation (balance, trust,
weight and safe contact), Character work through
physicality, Social Dance (Ballroom), and more, creating and designing the Movement curriculum in
AFTV when the programme was started. I choreographed main stage productions in Theatre Dept during the 1990s including Broadway musicals, classic
plays and devised pieces.
Every year since 2009, I've invited students to cocreate pieces for VDAY (A global activist movement to
end violence against all women and girls), held at a
lunchtime for the students for anyone to attend. Every year, I have initiated a visit to Nuit Blanche
(although this became severely limited by the drunken hoards who took over the notion of ‘artistic freedom’). The several strikes I have been part of have
provided memories of standing in the snow with
those of us who needed to be heard, backed by the
Union who cared.
I have adored every single student who trepidatiously walked through the doors, and attempted to
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treat them as people I could share and exchange information with. I advised them to know the rules so
that they could then bend them. There have been
endless fun times while learning from each other and
I now have so many good friends and peers, some of
whom I have worked with, or will work with, on future projects.
The fellowship of the teachers I’ve shared the spaces with has been extraordinary; while sharing a lunch
room (if we had one), personal stories (there were
plenty) and human connection, deep friendships
were built that will be remembered forever. Support
staff, many of whom had been there years, were
highly accessible and supportive, solving problems
with one quick phone call.
I was planning on leaving April 2020, but had to
teach online in the emergency that was March/April
of that year, and decided to stay on to help negotiate
all the many changes. From September to December,
we were safely in the studio, but then again online
January to April 2021. We all scraped through, and
the students were fantastic dealing with it all. Then I
knew it was time to leave Humber. At exactly that
time, I was offered only 4 hours the next semester
because of certain administrative changes, including
amalgamation of courses, where full timers were given preference to teaching loads. Perfect timing. An
exit without all the drama.
Oh, on my 30th anniversary, I called everyone in the
‘higher places’ to see if I could get some sort of medal for long service, but was told that part-time and
partial load faculty aren’t given that, only full-timers
are. So, with tongue firmly in cheek, I am in the process of making myself a huge bad-ass medal, which
says:
Congratulations Viv, on your 36 years of teaching
and service at Humber College. We, the Dean and
Management all applaud your hard work and positivity, and recognize that you only took 3 sick leaves during that whole time (once with flu, second time when
your father died and the third time to tend to a broken nose, sustained in class). We at Humber College
respect you and are honoured to have had your expertise, personality and humour with us for so long.
Travel well, Viv!”
Thank you all for being at my party.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
“Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears….”
OK, maybe the story of how I became President of
the Local isn’t worthy of a line from Shakespeare, but
it’s definitely been an unexpected journey, one with
an incredibly steep, yet gratifying learning curve.
Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Miloš
Vasić, a sociology professor in the Department of Liberal Studies (FLA). I first started teaching here in
2002. I left in 2004 but came back in 2013 and became full-time in 2017. I’ll always be grateful to Humber for not only providing my first opportunity to
teach, but also allowing me space to teach well. (As
an aside, it’s incredible how much Humber changed
as an institution during my nine-year absence, but
let’s leave that topic for another time.)
In 2018, I was tapped to become a steward, in part
because of my involvement in the “Flying Picket
Squad” during the 2017 strike. Over the next three
years, I learned a few ropes, and last spring, with a
vacancy in officer pool, I was asked by then President
Pearline Lung to step up. I agreed and was voted in as
Secretary, a sort of “entry-level” position from which
to learn the ropes in a fulsome way. Unfortunately,
tragedy struck the very next day: our friend, colleague and Treasurer, Sylvia Ciuciura, passed away.
Still grieving her loss, we realized we needed to
shuffle officer duties and responsibilities quite substantially. That’s when it became clear that only I
had the inclination, mental bandwidth and, most importantly, time to take on the presidency. So basically, I’ve decided to learn how to fly by jumping off a
cliff, and I’m happy to report that I haven’t (yet!) hit
the ground.
But I want to make it clear that I’m not some emergency or temporary president. I’ve taken on this role
to make a real and lasting impact on our Local and on
our working conditions. Broadly speaking, my goal –
one shared by all the officers and stewards – is make
the Humber Faculty Union a truly activist Local. This
requires a small but significant shift in the way we all

think about our working conditions, which I’m borrowing
from the labour organizer and
activist, Jane McAlevey: “You
are the Union!”
What does that mean? It
means the officers and stewards aren’t some separate
Miloš Vasić
body which advocates on beActing President
half of members when probmilos@opseu562.org
lems arise, like some crack
team of labour lawyers. Instead, it means that your
issues and concerns are all our issues and concerns.
Let’s face it: if you feel that something at Humber
isn’t right, then realistically, many of your colleagues
are feeling the same thing. I know this is true because in my short time as President, I’ve heard folks
from disparate parts of the “Humber-verse” (e.g.
FAST and FMCA) using the exact same words to describe their academic experiences. As the 1950s sociologist C. Wright Mills so brilliantly said, personal
troubles are inevitably shared, public issues. By
drawing attention to the shared nature of our experiences, we will become a more effective, more empathetic union.
In terms of how we operate, this shift means that
we’ll be looking mobilize group pressure and collective action as much as possible. Firstly, this affords
“safety in numbers,” which in turn diminishes the
potential for reprisal. Secondly, when we speak in
numbers, it becomes difficult for the College to ignore us. Lastly, the more collective action we take,
the more responsibility you – personally – can exert.
To be involved or engaged in collective action gives
you, as a friend and colleague so aptly puts it, “skin in
the game!” It allows you to relate to the term
“labour relations” in a far more rewarding and, frankly, powerful way.
The officers and stewards have been instituting this
conceptual shift gradually over the past few years.
We hope you’ve felt it, or at the very least, that
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you’ve noticed a difference in communications. I can
assure you, however, that this is far more than some
hollow PR ploy. We can all be proud that we have
made truly incredible achievements in the past several months:
• 48 music professors – yes, forty-eight! – full-time
and partial-load, pledged to defend the integrity
of their internationally renowned program by signing onto a group grievance that has caught the
attention of alumni and musicians across Canada.
• When full-time professors in FLA realized that
their ability to take five consecutive PD days had
been removed without any notice, they lodged a
group “letter of concern,” and the College capitulated faster than you could say, “Five consecutive
professional development days” five times fast!

In the coming months, I plan to host Facultyspecific Zoom sessions as a way to kickstart this process of collective action in your part of the “Humberverse.” The idea will be to talk frankly about what
you’re experiencing, and to strategize creative, collective responses. I had hoped to have already done a
meeting or two by now, but as you’ve probably noticed, there’s this thing called “b@r9@!n!n9” happening, which has lately been sucking up a lot of
attention. Once it has concluded, there will be more
communication about these meetings.
In the meantime, allow me to sum up the total, vice
-like blackout with respect to “b@r9@!n!n9” by paraphrasing Basil Fawlty (John Cleese): “Listen, don’t
mention bargaining! I mentioned it once, but I think I
got away with it!”

Recipient of the $1,500 John Stammers Memorial Scholarship
The John Stammers Memorial
Scholarship was established in
memory of John Stammers, an
accounting professor at Humber
College who was killed on the
picket line during the 2006 strike.
The recipient of this scholarship is
a dependent of any Local 562
member in good standing, who is
pursuing post-secondary
education at a publicly-funded,
recognized Canadian university,
college, or trades program, and
who has demonstrated sound
academic achievement, a
commitment to social justice, and
activism in the labour movement.
This year’s recipient is Ngaire
Lyden-Elleray, a 2nd year student
at the University of British
Columbia. Ngaire is currently
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in
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Film Production.
“I want to participate and push to
change the film industry into one that
women and other marginalized folks
can enter without fear. While there
have been calls for diversity onscreen, the off-screen side of film
production has not seen as much
change. I wish to change this by
simply existing in the film industry as
a queer femme person and
advocating for diversity behind the
screen. Through pursuing film… I will
be learning how to create a
relationship between the viewer and
film I create that will encourage
support for social issues from the
audience.”
Congratulations, Ngaire, on
winning this year’s scholarship. We
look forward to many great films
from you in the future!

Photo: Ngaire Lyden-Elleray, recipient
of the 2021 John Stammers Memorial
Scholarship

Professional Development Days in FLA
In Spring 2021, a change of practice in the Faculty
of Liberal Arts and Sciences and Innovative Learning
(FLA) would have caused many faculty to lose their 5
consecutive PD days that all full-time faculty are entitled to. This sparked many faculty to collectively
launch a complaint to Senior Dean, Vera Beletzan.
Through prompt discussion and action by both the
College and the Local, a positive resolution was
reached: all 135 full-time faculty could choose to take
the 5 PD days in the last week before vacation or to
carry them over into the 2021/2022 academic year.
Humber Student Scholarship Recipients
As a local, we offer the Humber Faculty Union Memorial Award and the Humber Faculty Union Past
Presidents Award scholarships to Humber students
every year. We are pleased to announce this year’s
recipients:
• Adriana Araujo (Hospitality - Event Management,
FB)
• Jacqueline Galassi (Pre-Health Science, FLA)
• James Graham (Electronics Engineering Technology, FAST)
• Cindy Lam (Accelerated Child and Youth Care,
FSCS)
• Mansi Shah (Food and Nutrition Management,
FHSW)
• Shawn Wilton (Content Strategy, FMCA)
We wish you all the best as you continue your path
forward at Humber and beyond. We are rooting for
your success!
Equity Cluster Hires in FLA
In June 2021, a faculty group from FLA sent a letter
demanding cluster hires for equity-deserving groups
to Senior Dean, Vera Beletzan. The letter outlined the
case for cluster hiring for equity, noting that having a

{ NewsBites }

cohort for support is essential for retention of diverse
faculty. Another key element that makes cluster hiring a best practice is the fact that these hires do not
disrupt or replace the normal replacement hires, but
are a separate process that increases overall staffing
numbers. The faculty group has met with Senior Dean
Beletzan on several occasions since the letter was
sent to discuss the importance of the initiative, and
how the group can move this campaign forward.
Last week, Senior Dean Beletzan announced that a
new EDI Working Group will be formed in November
to “provide input and advice with respect to the implementation of EDI hiring practices moving forward,
support for EDI curriculum implementation, and support for other EDI goals as stated in the EDI Taskforce
recommendations.”
Bargaining Updates
On September 17, 2021, the Union Bargaining
Team proposed pre-conciliation mediation to the
Management Bargaining Team. After a few exchanges, both parties consented to the process. On September 28, the mediator imposed a “total communication blackout”, which was later clarified as “the
parties and their representatives, which does not include only the members of their respective negotiating teams, cannot discuss anything relating to the
ongoing negotiations, including mediation, in any
form or forum whatsoever. This includes, but is not
limited to, anything relating to a potential strike,
strike vote, proposals, the status of the mediation or
negotiations, or the potential position that might be
taken by government.”
As this blackout is still in effect, our General Membership Meeting has tentatively been postponed to
November 2. We will send further updates when the
blackout is lifted. Until then, you can visit our website
for information previously released bargaining information: http://bargaining.opseu562.org/
Academic Calendar
An electronic (PDF format) academic calendar,
marked with important dates and available in both
colour and grayscale, is available on our website:
http://www.opseu562.org/2021-2022-academiccalendar
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CHIEF STEWARD’S UPDATE
As many of you may already know, our Chief Steward Rena Borovilos retired in June, making this my
first update as Acting Chief Steward. Much of my
work so far has been continuing foundations laid by
Rena along with other stewards, officers, and members, and I look forward to connecting with many
more of you in the coming weeks.
Ongoing grievances
Due to the general pace of arbitration pre-COVID
and into the present, some of the grievances Rena
has described here before remain ongoing:
• A FT member grieved that they were harassed
and discriminated against by the College on
account of their disability, including being
pressured to fill out intrusive medical forms
under threat of loss of benefits and pay.
• A FT member grieved that the College
breached their academic freedom rights by
changing the students’ grades.
We have also secured an arbitration date on an
interesting case that argues for substantial creation
of new FT positions in a department with a large contingent of precarious, non-FT faculty. The basis of the
grievance assesses the number of FT equivalent workloads
that are currently piecemeal
contracts given to PL and PT
faculty.

Miriam Novick
Acting Chief Steward
miriam@opseu562.org
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New grievances
Part of a new semester for us
always involves reviewing how
the College applies the PartialLoad Registry, and we have
initiated discussion with management in several cases, as
well as submitting one griev-

ance so far. On a different scale, last June our Local
filed one of the largest group grievances in the history of the college system. Several dozen faculty members, both contract and full-time, grieved a range of
issues connected to management practices in their
program from the imposition of curriculum changes
to intellectual property violations to the ultimate creation of a toxic and intimidating workplace environment. While the circumstances that led to this grievance have been incredibly challenging for faculty,
they’ve taken a collective stance they can be proud
of and that we hope will ultimately benefit their program, the students, and our overall working conditions.
Areas of interest
As you’ll know from our newsletters, we are currently interested in hearing from faculty about their
experiences in two broad areas:
• Hyflex teaching (teaching in-class and online,
simultaneously)
• Facilitation contracts (such as “independent
contractor” teaching contracts)
We are in the early stages of understanding the
impacts of these practices on faculty, and are eager
to hear from you about what you are seeing in these
areas. You can reach out to your departmental stewards or directly to me about this (or any other) issue.

Beyond Grievances
Grievances have an essential role to play in ensuring the strength of any collective agreement: they
call the College to account, clarify areas of ambiguity,
win concrete results (“remedies”) for grieving members, and (in the form of arbitration awards) can establish important precedents.
That said, it is important to understand grievances
as one tool in a larger toolbox: building our capacity

to work together within our own departments or programs, as well as with each other across Faculties, is
at least as important. Talking to each other about
issues we face is one way to forge essential connections (the group grievance mentioned above could
not have come about without faculty making these
links with each other and their experiences, including
across FT and contract faculty lines).
Sharing the issues we face is also an entry point
into strategizing other ways to press for what we

want and need. For instance, with the support of a
visible long-time steward and the initiative of affected
PL faculty, we were able to resolve an issue where
multiple course sections were collapsed into fewer
larger ones (justified by online teaching) with relative
speed. We are always interested in hearing from you
about issues you’re facing but also about ideas you
might have for different ways to address them collectively, and look forward to reporting on more diverse
approaches going forward.

Upcoming Important Dates
October 30

Partial Load Registry Deadline
All past and present partial-load faculty must register their interest in
partial-load work for 2022 by October 30, 2021.
To register: hrs.humber.ca/partialloadregistry. Please ensure you receive a
confirmation email upon completion of your registration.

November 2

General Membership Meeting
Event will be held virtually (via Zoom) from 7—9 pm.
Meeting link will be sent out via email newsletters closer to the meeting
date. (Subscribe here if you aren’t already on our mailing list.)

November 5

Midterm grades due for most 14-week programs.

November 17

Winter SWFs due for all full-time faculty.

For more information, visit our website:
http://www.opseu562.org/2021/3568
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PARTIAL LOAD CORNER

How the CEC
The Union Bargaining Team has spent the last year
jobs.
working hard to protect our union member rights on
Finally, management aims to reduce faculty’s ability
a number of items, including job security, intellectual
and right to academic freedom with respect to course
property, workload, and benefits. Management has
delivery, professional development, and intellectual
been taking a strong-handed (almost bullying) approperty rights through the expanded privatization of
proach to prevent us from protecting these rights.
faculty work.
In the last round of bargaining, the union made
Don’t let management think they can win or try to
great strides for Partial
Load (PL) faculty by
scare us with unnecessary and unethical scare
insisting on a registry that is transparent about
tactics. We will not ac- cept such an insulting
hiring PL faculty according to their seniority, calcuoffer!
Article to be released
once the
lated in service credits.
This Registry holds manOur power lies in
sharing our voices: our
has lifted.
agement accountable to
hiring ofmedia
internal blackout
workstrength
is in our num- bers and maintaining soliers, along with protecting
PL faculty’s rights to a
darity by not accepting management’s unfair and
stepped salary and benefits.
punitive proposals.
Management knows this.
Management wants to chip away at the significant
We need to stand together to show our strength and
improvements negotiated in the last round of bardemonstrate that we have the right to a better, more
gaining. For example, they are trying to add a punitive fair-minded offer.
and unreasonably long probationary period for PL
Our Bargaining Team has prepared and fought tirefaculty, in addition to other concessions to broader
lessly on our behalf for the past year—and continue
groups of faculty, such as extended work days
to do so now! If and when it comes time for a strike
(including working weekends without additional pay),
mandate offer, we must show support for our elected
tiered workloads for non-post-secondary faculty,
Team.
more restrictive priority hiring rights under the PL
In solidarity, we need to demonstrate that we supRegistry, and no recognition of the greater workload
port our Union Bargaining Team and are prepared to
that comes with teaching online and hyflex courses.
go on strike if Management continues to refuse to
These management proposals are archaic, unfair, and
negotiate a fair deal.
not substantiated by fair-mindedness.
In solidarity, we need to show Management that
The latest proposals from management creates furwe won’t be forced into unfair, punitive concessions
ther precarity for new PL faculty. These individuals
that threaten our livelihood!
would be placed under a 1008-hour probationary peWe don’t need to stand silent or be bullied by manriod (which, in real time, translates to 2 – 3 years, deagement into submitting to these unfair proposals
pending on how many hours per week you’re teachwhile they have over $30M in savings and continue to
ing). During this probationary period, faculty can be
give their management team tens of thousands of
dismissed at any time, without the ability to grieve.
dollars in bonuses.
An additional area of concern for contract faculty is
the College’s proposal to create conditions for coursThe Partial Load Committee (PLC) is an ad hoc comes to be delivered without professors, only providing
munity of PL faculty who teach at Humber College,
markers for assignments: this would take away our
and who are committed to educating and advocating
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IN MEMORIAM

Sylvia Ciuciura
This summer saw the passing of Sylvia Ciuciura, a
long-time Humber faculty member and union activist
of OPSEU Local 562.
Throughout her time at Humber, Sylvia was committed to students and the quality of education they
received. She joined Humber in 1998 into the School
of Business (now the Faculty of Business). She spent
countless hours helping students grapple with the
intricate rules of accounting.
Over 10 years ago, Sylvia brought forward the idea
of the Honours Pin award and ceremony for high
achieving students in the Faculty of Business. Since
then, the Honours Pin award ceremony has been integrated into the culture of the Faculty of Business.
As a result of her achievements and dedication to
the Humber community, she was awarded Humber’s
Distinguished Faculty Award in 2018. In her last few
years, Sylvia also sat on the Humber Board of Governors as a faculty representative.

Sylvia had the same dedication to faculty as she did
to students. She has been a union steward since
2008, and took on the Treasurer role in 2009.
Through her role as Treasurer, she has taken part in
countless scholarship ceremonies for Humber students, on behalf of the local.
Throughout the 2017 strike, she worked tirelessly
with a team of faculty to manage local finances
throughout that stressful period. And finally, she has
been the editor of this newsletter, NewBreak, since
2009. So we pay tribute to her in this issue of NewsBreak, to honour her memory.
No matter where she was, or which hat she was
wearing, Sylvia always had time to help anyone who
asked. Sylvia could be relied upon to provide
thoughtful and sage advice to anyone lucky enough
to have known her.
We will all miss you, Sylvia. May you rest in peace.
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list: http://eepurl.com/cmqPGz
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OPSEU Local 562
Local Executive Committee
(2021/2022)
Officers
Miloš Vasić, Acting President
Chandra Hodgson, 1st Vice-President
Urszula Kosecka, 2nd Vice-President
Miriam Novick, Acting Chief Steward and Secretary
Pearline Lung, Acting Treasurer
Stewards
Adam Weissengruber (LIB)
Anne Lyden (FLA)
Bernie Monette (FMCA)
Bob Bolf (FB)
Brett Reynolds (FLA)
Chandra Hodgson (FLA)
Colin Graham (FLA)
David Vasquez-Abrams (FAST)
Deborah Mandell (SWAC)
Des McCarville (FAST)
Dileeni Weerasinghe (FB)
Ilana Gutman (FMCA)

Kirston Arbour (SWAC)
Larry Horowitz (FMCA)
Maya Samson (FLA)
Michele Choma (FSCS)
Miloš Vasić (FLA)
Miriam Novick (FLA)
Natalie Blake (FSCS)
Pearline Lung (FLA)
Sam Steele (FAST)
Simone Lloyd (FHSW)
Tanya D’Anger (FLA)
Tom Baranski (FMCA)

Local Administrative Assistant
Sharini Wijeyesekera
See contact.opseu562.org for a full list of faculty committee
members, including the Joint Occupational Health and Safety
Committee (JOHSC), Workload Monitoring Group (WMG), and
Union/College Committee (UCC).

newsbreak@opseu562.org

NewsBreak is a publication of the Humber College Faculty Union, OPSEU Local 562, intended to provide information and stimulate
discussion among union members. We invite your participation and welcome your contributions. All published articles and letters are
the sole expressed opinions of the author, though in some circumstances the author’s name will be withheld upon request. Articles
reporting on union business will include the author’s position within the local. We encourage all members to participate in discussions that respect each person’s rights, including but not limited to academic freedom, constitutional, freedom of speech, and human rights. Any communication that fosters hate, harassment, or discrimination of any kind is expressly unwelcome and prohibited.
We reserve the right to edit for libel, length, and clarity.
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